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1 Abstract21

During replication, RNA viruses accumulate genome alterations, such as mutations and22

deletions. The interactions between individual variants can determine the fitness of the23

virus population and, thus, the outcome of infection. To investigate the effects of defective24

interfering genomes (DI) on wild-type (WT) poliovirus replication, we developed an ordi-25

nary differential equation model. We experimentally determined virus and DI replication26

during co-infection, and use these data to infer model parameters. Our model predicts,27

and our experimental measurements confirm, that DI replication and encapsidation are28

the most important determinants for the outcome of the competition. WT replication29

inversely correlates with DI replication. Our model predicts that genome replication and30

effective DI genome encapsidation are critical to effectively inhibit WT production, but31

an equilibrium can be established which enables WT to replicate, albeit to reduce levels.32

2 Introduction33

Co-infections, the simultaneous infection of a host by multiple pathogen species, are fre-34

quently observed [1, 2]. The interactions between these microrganisms can determine the35

trajectories and outcomes of infection. Indeed, competition between pathogen species or36

strains is a major force driving the composition, dynamics and evolution of such popu-37

lations [1, 3]. Three types of competition among free-living organisms have been defined38

from an ecological point of view: exploitation, apparent and interference competition [1–39

3]. Exploitation competition is a passive process in which pathogens compete for access40

to host resources. Apparent competition is competition that is not due to using shared41

resources, but to having a predator in common [4], and is generally associated with the42

stimulation of host immune response [3]. Interference competition represents a direct at-43

tack inhibiting the growth, reproduction or transmission of competitors, either chemically44

or mechanically [5].45

Here we focus on the interference competition between two RNA virus genomes co-46

infecting a single cell, one being a fully operational wild-type (WT) poliovirus type 147

(PV1) and the other a defective replicon of PV1, lacking the region encoding for capsid48

proteins, and called a defective interfering (DI) genome. Poliovirus, the causative agent of49
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poliomyelitis, is a positive-sense single-stranded RNA enterovirus belonging to the family50

Picornaviridae [6]. Upon cell infection, WT poliovirus initiates a series of processes that51

leads to the production of structural and nonstructural viral proteins and genome ampli-52

fication. Structural proteins encapsidate the viral RNA, which leads to infectious viral53

particle production and cell-to-cell spread. Indeed, only encapsidated poliovirus genomes54

can survive outside the cells and can bind to new cells to initiate infections.55

As an RNA virus, poliovirus is characterized by a high level of genome plasticity and56

evolution capacity, due to both high replication rate and error-prone nature of viral RNA57

polymerase [7, 8], which generates a large proportion of mutants in the viral population,58

called viral quasispecies [9–11]. In addition, defective genomes, lacking essential genes, are59

produced by defective replication or viral RNA recombination [12–14]. Natural poliovirus60

DI particles have been observed with in-frame deletion in the P1 region of the genome61

encoding structural capsid proteins, while expression of nonstructural proteins is not62

affected [15, 16]. The DI genome used in this study features similar deletion of the P163

region. When co-infecting a cell with the WT, it can exploit capsid proteins produced by64

the WT to form DI particles, and in this way spread to new cells. However, it is not able65

to reproduce when not co-infecting a cell with the WT helper virus [16].66

From an ecological perspective, the WT can be viewed as a cooperator, producing cap-67

sid proteins as public goods. The DI particles are non-producing cheaters, bearing no68

production cost while exploiting the capsid protein products from the WT [1, 3]. Hence,69

co-infection should enable DI particles to replicate and spread, while hindering WT growth70

and propagation by interference competition.71

DI particles have been reported for a large number of viral species, such as vesicular72

stomatitis virus [17], poliovirus [18], ebola virus [19], dengue virus [20] or influenza virus73

[21, 22]. Given that DI particles hamper WT production, they can attenuate WT virus74

infection [18, 22]. A recent study showed that defective viral genomes can contribute to at-75

tenuation in influenza virus infected patients [23], and they can protect from experimental76

challenges with a number of pathogenic respiratory viruses [24, 25].77

In this study, we examined the competition between poliovirus WT and DI genomes78

within cells during one infection cycle. We then developed an ordinary differential equa-79

tions (ODEs) mathematical model that capture the dynamics of DI and WT replication80

and encapsidation. We aimed to understand the mechanisms of interference of the de-81
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fective genome with WT within a cell. Our study indicates that DI and WT genomes82

compete for limiting cellular resources required for their genome amplification and for cap-83

sid proteins required for particle morphogenesis. The model was further used to evaluate84

the potential outcome of the interaction between DIs and WT viruses over a large range85

of parameter values and initial conditions (multiplicities of infection, temporal spacing86

and order of infection). As a result we identified the most important parameters affecting87

WT production by DI co-infection. DI particles are spontaneously generated during a88

significant number of virus infection, but the factors affecting DIs generation and prop-89

agation are not well understood. Our mathematical and experimental results indicate90

that DIs compete at two different steps during poliovirus cycle. This competition affects91

virus production and the outcome of infection. Thus, the mathematical model described92

facilitate the understanding and interpretation of the biological impact of DI particles in93

the context of virus infection.94

3 Results95

3.1 Interference of WT poliovirus production by DI genomes96

Initially, we evaluated whether DI genomes, carrying a deletion of the entire region en-97

coding for capsid proteins, could affect progression of WT virus infection (Fig 1A). The98

DI genome used in this study does not produce capsid proteins and is thus unable to99

encapsidate its genome and spread to other cells. However, it retains full capacity to100

produce nonstructural viral proteins and replicate its genomic RNA. WT poliovirus and101

DI genomic RNAs were transfected by electroporation to HeLaS3 cells and infectious102

titers of WT virus were determined over time by plaque assay (see Material and Meth-103

ods). As a control we also evaluated a replication-incompetent defective RNA lacking the104

capsid-encoding region, a part of 3D-polymerase encoding region, and the entire 3’ non-105

translated region (NTR). HeLaS3 cells transfected by only WT genomes produced nearly106

1×107 PFU/ml WT virus 9 hours after transfection, while co-transfection of WT genomes107

together with DI RNAs at a ratio WT:DI=1:4 resulted in 100-fold decrease of WT titers108

(Fig 1B). The non-replicating defective RNA did not affect WT virus production, sug-109

gesting that replicating DI genomes are required for effective interference, as previously110

reported [26].111
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3.2 Quantification of the copy number of WT and DI genomes112

following co-transfection113

Next, we examined the interaction between DI and WT genomes by varying the ratio of114

each RNA used to initiate transfection. Starting with equal RNA concentrations (5µg)115

DI genomes were 4 times more efficiently transfected than WT (data not shown). Given116

that DI genomes are ∼2,000 nucleotide shorter (∼1/4 shorter) than WT genomes, the117

copy number of DI genomes are higher than that of WT genomes and transfection of118

shorter genomes is also more efficient than larger RNAs. We optimized our protocol119

to deliver equal copy number of DI and WT genomes into the transfected cells. We120

transfected 5µg of WT to 1.25µg of DI genomes, and we collected RNA samples at given121

timepoints (t=0, 2, 3.5, 5, 7 and 9 hours after transfection). The average number of122

genomes in a single cell was estimated as the total number of genomes divided by the123

number of transfected cells. Replication rates of WT and DI decreased ∼7 hours after co-124

transfection, but this effect was not observed in the cells transfected only with WT or DI125

(Fig 1C). Thus, replication of WT genomes was inhibited by DI genomes, and the number126

of accumulated DI also decreased in the presence of WT. This suggests that WT and DI127

genomes compete for a limiting factor for replication. Nonetheless, DI genomes replicated128

faster than WT genomes (Fig 1C). To determine the numbers of encapsidated WT and129

DI genomes, we also treated cell lysates with a mixture of RNase A and RNase T1. Viral130

RNAs encapsidated in virus particles are resistant to RNase activity, while naked RNAs131

are degraded by RNase-treatment. The decrease of encapsidated WT genomes between132

singly and dually transfected cells conditions was two-fold larger than that of WT genomes133

without RNase-treatment, indicating that DI genomes hamper WT genome encapsidation134

(Fig 1C&D, compare the difference between plain and dashed blue lines at 9 hours after135

transfection in Fig 1Di to the difference in Fig 1Ci).136

Thus, these results are consistent with the idea that DI RNAs replicate faster than WT137

genomes, due to their shorter genome [27, 28]. Interestingly, co-transfection results in a138

net reduction in replication of both WT and DI genomes most likely due to competition139

for some host-cell limiting factor needed for genome amplification. In addition, capsid pro-140

teins produced by WT genomes limit DI and WT virus production as DI genomes compete141

for these proteins and thus further inhibit WT production. To further examine the mech-142

anism of defective interference and quantitatively evaluate the effect of co-replicating DIs,143
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we designed a simple mathematical model that describes the DI/WT genome interactions.144

3.3 Mathematical description of intracellular competition145

A deterministic mathematical model describing the intracellular competition between DI146

and WT genomes was developed, adapted from an existing competition model for human147

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [29]. In order to describe appropriately the intracellular148

dynamics of poliovirus, we explicitly account for limiting resources depleted by the virus149

during replication, slowing down the growth of the population over time. This slowdown150

was experimentally shown by [30], who reported an exponential growth of viral RNA up151

to the third hour of infection, followed by a linear increase and then a plateau. The effect152

of limiting resources on poliovirus replication has been investigated by [31] using a mathe-153

matical model to explain the observed saturation in viral replication dynamics. Resources154

depleted by the virus may include phospholipids and de novo synthesized membranes for155

the formation of replication organelles [32, 33], host factors regulating viral replication156

[34], or, as theoretically hypothesized, the number of ribosome complexes available for157

translation, the supply of amino acids for building proteins or the supply of nucleotides158

[31]. Our model considers a generic set of resources (R) at the virus disposal during159

replication. It describes the changes, over the course of infection of a cell, of the numbers160

of WT (GWT ) and DI (GDI) positive-sense RNA genome copies, of free capsids produced161

by the WT (C) and of limiting resource units (R) depleted by the genomes for their162

replication. The set of ODEs is the following:163

dGWT

dt
= θεGWTR− cgκCGWT − αGWT (1)

dC

dt
= ηθεGWTR− κ(GWT + ωGDI)C − βC (2)

dGDI

dt
= PθεGDIR− ωcgκCGDI − αGDI (3)

dR

dt
= λ− crε(GWT +GDI)R− γR R(0) = λ/γ (4)

Model parameters are summarized in Tab 1 and can be described through three distinct164

stages of the viral cycle: replication, capsid synthesis and encapsidation. A flow diagram165

of the model is available in Fig 2. Limiting resources are produced at a linear rate λ and166
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captured by WT (GWT ) and DI (GDI) genomes at a rate ε per unit of resource (uor)167

per minute. One uor and one viral genome, by definition, form one replication complex168

(cr = 1 uor · genome−1, [35]). Conditionally on the capture of a resource unit, a WT169

genome replicates and turns into θ genomes, before the replication complex disintegrates170

(we set the condition θ > 1 in order for virus genomes to replicate). We assume that171

this happens quickly compared to the other processes. DI genomes replicate faster than172

WT genomes by a fixed factor P (P > 1), which can be related to the smaller genome173

size of the DI [27, 28]. The replication rate represents an average over the three main174

steps of poliovirus replication: (i) translation of the positive-sense RNA genome [36],175

(ii) transcription into negative-sense RNA genome that will be used as template for (iii)176

transcription into new positive-sense RNA genomes [31, 37]. Because DI genomes lack the177

genes responsible for capsid proteins synthesis, only WT genomes are capable of producing178

free capsids (C), with the capsid-to-genome accumulation ratio η. WT genomes are then179

encapsidated (i.e. packaged into free capsids) at rate κ. DI genomes are assumed to180

encapsidate faster by a fixed factor ω (ω > 1). One viral genome encapsidates into one181

capsid to form a virion (cg = 1 genome · capsid−1). Finally, α, β, and γ represent the182

decay rates of, respectively, viral genomes, free capsids and resources.183

The number of encapsidated WT genomes (i.e. WT virions, CWT ) and DI genomes (i.e.184

DI virions, CDI) were measured experimentally (Fig 1D) and can easily be derived from185

eq 2 as the loss of free capsids due to encapsidation:186

dCWT

dt
= κCGWT (5)

dCDI
dt

= ωκCGDI (6)

Further, burst sizes, which are defined as the number of virions at cell lysis, i.e. 9 hours187

post transfection (hpt, [38, 39]), can be written as BWT = CWT (9 hpt) for WT virions188

and BDI = CDI(9 hpt) for DI virions.189

The system of equations 1– 6 encompasses 10 parameters and six variables, among which190

only four variables could be experimentally measured. Therefore, the mathematical model191

presents a classical problem of parameter identifiability, specifically regarding parameters192

ε and θ that appear as a product, with parameter ε figuring separately in Eq. (4) corre-193
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sponding to the unmeasured variable R. To solve this problem, we built a reduced model194

by assuming that the decrease in resources due to viral uptake follows a logistic decreasing195

function. We use a two-step optimization procedure to estimate the parameters. Briefly,196

we first estimate a set of parameters using the reduced model. Then, we use the param-197

eters that are common between the reduced and the full models as ”best guess” and run198

the estimation on the full model. Using this procedure, we are able to estimate the model199

parameters with reasonably high confidence (see Material and Methods and Tab 1).200

We additionally conducted a model selection procedure in order to validate that the fea-201

tures introduced in our model were improving fitting statistics chosen as (i) the R-squared202

between experimental and fitted data, and (ii) the log-likelihood and (iii) Akaike infor-203

mation criterion (AIC) of a linear model explaining the experimental data with the fitted204

data. The different versions of the model that were tested are detailed in Supplementary205

Methods and the results are presented in Tab S1. In what follows we will present results206

from both the reduced and full models for comparison. We report a full comparison of207

the models in the Supplementary Information.208

Model predictions fit well the experimental measurements in Fig 1 C&D, with best R2 =209

0.974 for the reduced model and 0.965 for the full model (Fig 3). In dually transfected210

cells, both versions of the model reproduce well the number of naked and encapsidated211

genome copies. In singly transfected cells, the reduced model somewhat underestimates212

the number of naked genome copies while fitting satisfactorily the number of encapsidated213

genome copies. Conversely, the full model describes well the number of naked genome214

copies but overestimates the number of encapsidated genome copies. Overall, either model215

is able to capture the lower genome production when WT and DI are co-transfected in a216

cell as compared to singly transfected cells (compare same color plain or dashed curves217

between Fig 3A & B). We hypothesized that this effect is the consequence of competing218

for limiting resources necessary for replication. The model also reproduces the fact that219

the WT is more hindered by this competition for resources than the DI (Fig 3 A, compare220

red and blue plain curves) thanks to the higher replication rate of DI genomes (P = 1.075,221

Tab 1). Predictions also demonstrate that DI genomes are more efficiently encapsidated222

than WT genomic RNA (Fig 3C, compare red and blue plain curves), thanks to the higher223

encapsidation rate of DI genomes (ω = 2.185, Tab 1). Most importantly, the model is224

able to describe the decrease in WT encapsidated genomes in dual transfection compared225
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to single WT transfections (compare Fig 3C & D, blue curves). Thus, it predicts a strong226

interference between DI and WT.227

All parameter estimates are narrowly defined by the fitting procedure (Tab 1) except for228

θ, λ and γ as they tend to correlate with each other, yielding non-uniqueness of best-fit229

parameter values (Fig S1A,C-D, see also the distribution of ε values in Fig S1B). Also, a230

strong log-to-log relationship was found between the resource production to decay ratio231

λ/γ and the replication factor θ (Fig S1E).232

Both the reduced and full models feature a time-dependent virus replication rate (Fig233

S1F). In the reduced model, this is given by the logistic function Λ(t) (Eq 10 in Material234

and Methods), and in the full model by the product θεR(t). In both models, the best fit235

yields approximately the same time-dependent replication rate, starting at 3.07 · 10−2 for236

the reduced model and at 3.02 · 10−2 (θελ/γ) for the full model, and decreasing with time237

towards 0. According to the reduced model, the time of half-decay is 318 minutes (t0 in238

Tab 1), which corresponds to 5.3 hours post transfection.239

The predictive power of the full model with best estimated parameter values was tested240

on independent experimental measurements of WT burst size corresponding to various241

initial DI-to-WT ratios for which the model had not been trained (Fig S2). Relative242

experimental and predicted WT burst sizes were normalized by their respective value243

for WT-only transfection. The model was able to predict experimental outputs fairly244

well, albeit underestimating WT output for some DI-to-WT input ratios. The largest245

underestimation was observed for the DI-to-WT input ratio of 0.5, and this discrepancy246

vanished as the input ratio increased.247

3.4 Model predictions248

The aim of our work is to understand the competition dynamics of WT and DI genomes249

during co-infection. To achieve this goal, we used the model described above to study how250

changes in parameter values around their experimental estimates can impact the outcome251

of the competition. Additionally, we also used the model to evaluate the effect of initial252

infection conditions, such as initial genome copy numbers of WT and DI and a time delay253

of cell infection on their respective burst sizes.254
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3.4.1 Sensitivity analysis255

A sensitivity analysis was performed to identify parameters that have a significant effect256

on the output variable of interest, which we set as the proportion of WT virions at the257

time of cell lysis, ΦWT (Eq 12). Parameters were varied by ±50% of their best fit value258

based on experimental data, with five equally spaced values for each parameter (Table 1).259

The decay rate of genomes was not varied, because it was estimated to be negligible. The260

results indicate that the DI-to-WT replication ratio, P , and the DI-to-WT encapsidation261

ratio, ω, as well as their second-order interaction, were the most influential factors for the262

variation of ΦWT , explaining 76%, 17% and 7% of the variance, respectively (Fig 4A). All263

the remaining factors and their second-order interactions had a negligible effect (less than264

1% of the variance). Hence, our model predicts that only parameters associated with the265

DI design have a strong impact on the degree of suppression of WT by DI.266

To further examine the effect of P and ω, we varied both parameters from their best267

estimated value (Fig 4B). As expected from the global sensitivity analysis, P was found268

to be more important than ω for the production of WT virions, the gradient of ΦWT being269

steeper along P -axis than along ω-axis. Within the tested range of parameters P and ω,270

the value of ΦWT varied between 2% and 50%. The reference value of ΦWT corresponding271

to best-fit parameter estimates from experimental data was 23%. Therefore, we can272

predict that a DI particle with a lower replication factor, or, to a lesser extent, with a273

lower encapsidation rate than the DI particle used in the present work would weaken its274

competitivity with the WT virus, potentially leading to an increase in the proportion275

of WT virions at cell lysis of up to 27%. Conversely, a DI particle characterized by a276

higher replication factor or a higher encapsidation rate would strengthen its competitivity,277

potentially leading to a decrease in ΦWT of up to 21%.278

3.4.2 Validation of model predictions using DI variants279

To evaluate predictions of the model, we next investigated the competition between WT280

virus and DI variants. Our sensitivity analysis provides a quantitative prediction of the281

WT/DI competition outcome as a function of the replication fitness of the DIs. As assessed282

in the previous Section, the most significant determinants for the outcome of infection283

are the ratio between DI and WT replication, P , and the DI-to-WT encapsidation ratio,284

ω. To validate these predictions we isolated DI variants with defined replication fitness.285
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Briefly, DI and WT poliovirus type 3 (PV3) were serially passaged for 8 times (Fig. 5A,286

Supplementary Methods). We determined PV3 and DIP titers at each passage to gain287

information on the dynamics of the co-infection experiments (Fig. 5B). Both DI and PV3288

compete with each other, which results in a reduction of about 10-folds PV3 titer, and the289

establishment of an equilibrium in which both PV3 and DIs are maintained for 8 passages290

(Fig. 5B, red and green squares).291

These experiments also serve to determine whether mutations accumulate during co-292

passaging in either DI or PV3 genomes. This information was used to construct DI293

particles with defined replication fitness with respect to the original DI (DI Ori). No294

change in encapsidation efficiency is expected. The mutation rates in RNA viruses can295

range from 10−4 to 10−6 per base, while conventional next-generation sequencing (NGS)296

can only detect variants at a frequency of about 1 in 100-500 (due to sequencing errors).297

Consequently, many variants in a viral population which exist at low frequencies cannot be298

distinguished from noise using conventional NGS. Therefore, we used Circular sequencing299

(CirSeq), a technique developed to improve accuracy of NGS [40, 41]. We engineered300

several of the mutations identified into the DI cDNA, which facilitates identification of301

rare variants detection in the population. We identified eight mutations positively selected302

over passages (Fig. 5C).303

To determine the outcome of competition between WT virus and DI mutants HeLaS3304

cells were co-transfected with WT poliovirus and DI variants. We then estimated the305

ratio of DI-to-WT genome copies by RT-PCR over the course of infection (Fig. 5D and306

Supplementary Methods). In this way we were able to determine P and we established307

that the model prediction P and the experimental determined WT/DI ratios correlate308

with a Pearson coefficient of 0.95 (Fig. 5E and F).309

3.4.3 Effect of the multiplicity of infection and the timing of co-infection on310

WT burst size311

We use our model to investigate the impact of varying initial conditions including (i) the312

time difference between WT and DI infection of the cell and (ii) the initial quantities of313

WT and DI on the WT and DI burst sizes, BWT and BDI , respectively. First, the time for314

DI infection compared to WT was varied from -7 to +7 hours post WT virus infection (Fig315

6A). Negative delay values indicate that DI infects first, while positive values indicate that316
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WT infects first. WT was allowed to produce at least one virion at cell lysis when DI was317

infecting the cell no more than 1.37 hours prior to the WT virus (delay = −1.37 hours).318

From this delay value, WT burst size increased as a steep logistic function, reaching a319

plateau at BWT = 811 from a delay for DI infection of around 4 hours post WT infection.320

The curve of DI burst size was bell-shaped, reaching a maximum of BDI = 298 at a delay321

for DI infection of 0.4 hours post WT infection. The delay window allowing DI genome to322

be encapsidated and produce at least 1 virion is narrow, from -3.43 to 4.37 hours. Most323

importantly, DI burst size superseded WT burst size only until the delay of 0.62 hours.324

The difference between DI and WT burst sizes was the largest when DI infected the cell325

0.03 hours prior to WT (BDI −BWT = 181).326

We then investigated the impact of varying initial WT and DI multiplicities of infection327

(MOIs, corresponding to the number of viral genomes successfully entering a cell and328

initiating infection) from 0 to 1000 on WT and DI relative burst sizes (Fig 6B-C). WT329

burst sizes were normalized by WT burst size obtained for WT:DI = 1:0 MOIs, while330

DI burst sizes were normalized by DI burst size obtained for WT:DI = 1:1 MOIs. WT331

relative burst size varied from 0 to 1.11 depending on MOIs. DI relative burst size ranged332

from 0 to 1.26.333

At the optimal initial conditions maximizing WT burst size, WT must infect the cell with334

a larger MOI than DI. On the other hand, the optimal initial conditions for maximizing335

DI burst size are when WT is initially present in slightly larger quantity than DI. The DI336

needs enough WT to exploit its capsids and produce virions. Because (i) the DI replicates337

and encapsidates faster than the WT, (ii) only the WT produces free capsids and (iii)338

replication and capsid production result in resource depletion, it is more optimal for DI339

virion production to have the WT infect a cell in slightly higher quantity than the DI.340

In that case, the WT has a slight initial advantage over the DI and can use resources to341

produce free capsids. In return, the DI can exploit those free capsids at its own advantage342

as it replicates and encapsidates more efficiently.343

We also examined the cross-effect of the time delay and the variation of initial MOIs (Fig344

S4A). Globally, the shapes of WT and DI burst size curves as a function of delay are very345

similar between different WT and DI MOIs. The observed effect is a shift of the curves346

on the delay axis. Equal WT and DI MOIs generate very similar WT and DI burst size347

curves as a function of delay time. At these equal MOIs, DI competes more efficiently348
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than WT upon co-infection, i.e. simultaneous infection of the cell by DI and WT (Fig349

S4A,B) and maximal DI burst size occurs when DI infects the cell around 0.3-0.5 hours350

after the WT (Fig S4A). As WT MOI gets larger than DI MOI, both the delay time that351

maximizes the DI to WT burst size difference and the peak of DI burst size shift towards352

delays where DI infects the cell before the WT (Fig S4A-C). Giving an initial advantage353

to the WT allows for the DI infect the cell sooner to maximize its production. On the354

opposite, as DI MOI gets larger than WT MOI, the shift is towards delays where WT355

infects the cell before the DI. Giving the DI more advantage than it already has by being356

faster at replicating and encapsidating can be compensated by an earlier infection of the357

WT in order to maximize DI production.358

4 Discussion359

We used a combination of mathematical modeling and empirical measurements to get a360

better understanding of the mechanisms of interaction between a cooperator, the WT,361

producing capsid proteins as public goods, and a cheater, the DI, exploiting those capsid362

proteins from the WT when co-infecting a cell. This type of direct competition affecting363

the growth of a competitor is known as interference competition. Interestingly, in co-364

infected cells, we could evidence that WT and DI also compete for shared resources365

necessary for replication, a phenomenon known as exploitation competition [1–3]. Hence366

we could identify two types of competition occurring during the co-infection of a cell by367

WT and DI.368

Huang & Baltimore [42] argue that defective particles may influence the development and369

course of certain viral diseases. DI RNAs are produced through abnormal replication370

events and during high-multiplicity passage of the original virus [43]. Internal sequences371

of the original vRNA of DI RNA segments are deleted, whereas holding certain 5’ and 3’372

end-specific sequences of the progenitor vRNA. A recent study on naturally occurring im-373

munostimulatory defective viral genomes (iDVGs) reveals that they are generated during374

respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) replication and are strong inducers of the innate/natural375

antiviral immune response to RSV in mice and humans [25].376
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4.1 Mechanism of defective interference377

The precise mechanism of defective interference in poliovirus has been largely unclear,378

although there have been several classical studies evaluating DI particles [16, 18]. We379

specifically examined the competition between WT and DI genomes during RNA replica-380

tion and the consequences of DI capsid exploitation for WT virus production (Figs 1 &381

4).382

Our model predicts and our experiments provides evidence for three main conclusions.383

First, the number of WT or DI genomes, taken individually, is lower in dually infected384

cells compared to singly infected cells (Fig 1Ci& ii), indicating that they compete for a385

limiting resource for replication. Second, in dually infected cells, DI genomes replicate386

faster than WT genomes (Fig 1Ciii), showing the advantage of their shorter genome size387

[27, 28]. Furthermore, we isolated DI variants with distinct replication fitness, which388

were used to confirm the model prediction indicating that the WT/DI replication fitness389

ratio is a major determinant of the outcome of infection. Third, the decrease in WT390

encapsidated genomes from singly to dually infected cells is two folds larger than that of391

WT naked genomes (Fig 1Di& Ci), indicating that DI genomes, by trans-encapsidating392

in capsid proteins produced by the WT, further inhibit WT virions production.393

We have designed a minimal mathematical model able to capture key features of the394

DI/WT interaction during a single-cell replication cycle. We accounted explicitly for de-395

pletion of cellular resources and available capsid proteins, the latter solely produced by396

the WT virus. This has allowed us to accurately describe the reference in vitro experi-397

mental data, and to predict new data on which the model had not been trained (Fig S2).398

In particular, the data fitting procedure has provided us with the possibility of estimating399

model parameters within biologically realistic ranges.400

We expected the DI genome to replicate faster than the WT by a factor of approximately401

the ratio of WT to DI genome lengths, that is 7515bp/5733bp = 1.311. However, the402

best optimized value of the corresponding parameter P was lower (1.075, Table 1). This403

discrepancy is most probably due to the time for various processes linked to replication404

to take place. For example, poliovirus replication first relies on the recruitement of mem-405

branes from intracellular organelles (endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi and lysosome) into406

clusters of vesicles, forming replication organelles [35]. Then, replication starts by the407

synthesis of a negative strand of RNA, which serves as a template for positive-strand408
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synthesis [36]. The time for each of these preliminary steps to occur might lower the409

average difference in replication speed between the WT and DI genomes over the course410

of infection of a cell. Additionally, the maximum number of replicases per RNA strand411

might be lower for the DI genome as it is shorter, lowering its overall replication speed412

compared to the WT [31].413

Experimental data suggest that some limiting resources are required and depleted during414

replication of viral genomes. Those resources might be phospholipids or lipids recruited415

by the viral machinery for the formation of replication complexes [33, 34] or host proteins416

involved in viral replication [31]. When both WT and DI co-infect a cell, they are in417

competition for the exploitation of those shared and limiting resources. As DI replicates418

faster, it depletes resources faster than WT, affecting WT replication compared to WT-419

only infections [3]. Additionally, [31] argued that virus genome replication represents a420

heavy burden for the cell, leading to its pathology and eventual death, and consequently421

to a slowdown in replication as the virus depletes resources. From fitting the models to the422

experimental data, we could estimate an initial replication rate of 3.02−3.07 ·10−2min−1,423

that can be assimilated to a case where the resources are not limiting. Then, as resources424

are depleted, the replication rate is predicted to decrease towards 0 logistically (Fig S1F).425

4.2 Insights on model fit to experimental data426

The reduced model with the logistic equation underestimates the number of viral genome427

copies in singly infected cells. The logistic equation constrains the time-dependent ge-428

nomic replication to be the same in both dually and singly infected cells. In other words,429

this reduced model assumes that depletion of resources required for replication is identi-430

cal in singly or dually-infected cells. Hence viral genomes do not accumulate less when431

the other entity is co-infecting. As a result, genome copies are well predicted in dually-432

infected cells but underestimated in singly-infected cells. On the opposite, the full model433

is able to recapitulate the impact of resource depletion on RNA genome production in434

both dually and singly infected cells, as a specific variable for resources and mass action435

terms are added.436

The full model overestimates the number of encapsidated WT genomes in singly infected437

cells. This result suggests that the WT virus encapsidates less efficiently when it is438

alone than when it is co-infecting a cell with the DI replicon. For the sake of simplic-439
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ity, our model assumes that the encapsidation rate of WT is the same in singly- and440

dually-infected cells (κ), yielding the pointed-out overestimation. One hypothesis for this441

observation is that products of the DI could benefit to the WT when both co-infect a cell,442

enhancing WT encapsidation. Indeed, during co-infection, two viruses can exploit a com-443

mon pool of resources equally [44]. Our model predicts that the DI genomes encapsidate444

more efficiently than the WT, by a factor ω (= 2.185), hence the factors enhancing DI445

encapsidation might also help WT encapsidation. In particular, the WT and DI genomes446

encode non-structural proteases (3C/3CD) which cleave P1 capsid protein precursor into447

several parts [45, 46]. Upon co-infection, additional expression of proteases by the DI448

may enhance WT capsid formation, benefiting to the encapsidation of both WT and DI.449

An additional hypothesis comes from the observation that replication and packaging of450

poliovirus are functionally coupled [47]. Hence the faster replication of DI might enhance451

encapsidation of the WT and trans-encapsidation of the DI.452

A surprising observation is that the number of encapsidated genomes tend to decrease on453

average from 7 to 9 hours post transfection (from 410 to 385 for WT in singly infected454

cells, from 115 to 81 for WT in dually infected cells, and from 355 to 336 for DI in dually455

infected cells). This decrease is not recapitulated by the model as it does not include456

a decay term for encapsidated genomes. As the experiment was conducted at the cell457

population level and then the measurements were divided by the number of successfully458

transfected cells, it is possible that some cells got lysed before 9 hours post transfection,459

bringing an artificial decrease in virion production. This decay might also be real, but we460

chose not to include it in our model because of the too large number of parameters it has.461

The cross-validation experiment showed an overall good predictive power of the model,462

although it underestimated the relative WT output when the DI was transfected in lower463

quantities than the WT virus (DI-to-WT input ratio of 0.46, Fig S2). Full model simula-464

tions with best parameter values overestimates the number of WT encapsidated genomes465

in singly infected cells while the estimation is accurate in dually infected cells (Fig 3C466

& D). By normalizing the WT output by its value for WT only infection in the cross-467

validation experiment, we force the fit on the WT single infection condition, resulting in468

underestimations of WT relative output in dual infection condition. This can explain the469

observed discrepancy. It should be emphasized that, even with differing measurements470

between experiments and simulations (see Material and Methods), the model is able to471
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recapitulate WT outputs for various inputs, which reinforces its robustness and predictive472

ability.473

4.3 Identification of parameters affecting WT virion production474

A sensitivity analysis showed that the most important parameters for the proportion of475

WT virions at cell lysis when a cell is co-infected by the WT and the DI are DI relative476

replication factor (P ) and encapsidation rate (ω) (Fig 4A-B). These are the only two477

parameters solely related to the DI construct. Modifications to the DI genome enhancing478

its replication and/or encapsidation could lead to a decrease in the proportion of WT479

virions at cell lysis from 23% to 2%. This result highlights the crucial role of exploita-480

tion competition [1–3] for resources necessary for genome replication and of interference481

competition [5] for capsid proteins produced by the WT on the final proportion of WT482

virions at cell lysis.483

4.4 Impact of initial conditions484

Overall, our model predicts a crucial impact of temporal spacing and order of infection,485

as well as initial MOIs, on the proportion of WT virions at cell lysis (Figs 6 and Fig486

S4). At equal MOIs, the DI particle needs to infect a cell within approximately a 2 hours487

window before or after the WT in order to produce DI virions, and up to approximately488

30 minutes after the WT in order to outcompete the WT in terms of burst sizes (Fig489

6A). When simulaneously co-infecting a cell, the DI particles will maximize their virion490

production when WT and DI initial MOIs are approximately equivalent, and the WT491

particles will maximize their virion production when WT MOI is larger than DI MOI492

(Fig 6B-C). At equal MOIs, the difference between DI and WT virion production is493

maximized at approximately simultaneous co-infection of a cell. When WT MOI is larger494

than DI MOI, this difference maximization is obtained when the DI infects the cell before495

the WT. Conversely, when DI MOI is larger than WT MOI, it is obtained when the WT496

infects the cell before the DI (Fig S4).497

These results are in agreement with those of [48], who found that the extent of interference,498

assessed by the yield of WT poliovirus, is inversely proportional to the percentage of DI499

in the inoculum, and that it is also affected by varying the time interval between primary500

and secondary infection of a cell. In their viewpoint article, [2] highlight the importance501
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of initial conditions, such as relative initial frequencies, temporal spacing and order of502

inoculation on the evolution of a population. An earlier review [49] also emphasized503

this aspect, while focusing on the exclusion of one virus strain by another. Experimental504

studies have shown inhibition of superinfection by a resident strain, in bacteria [50] and in505

viruses [51]. Another experiment on bacteria showed that the inhibition of superinfection506

was dose-dependent and also depended on the order of inoculation [52]. It is also known507

that picornaviruses rapidly induce resistance of the host cell to superinfection by the same508

virus, most probably because of inactivation or internalization of poliovirus receptors [53].509

Importantly, [47] found that preaccumulated replicon RNAs are not trans-encapsidated510

by capsids made from a coinfecting helper virus, showing that only newly synthesized511

poliovirus RNAs are packaged. This could mean that, when the DI is the first to infect a512

cell, the genomes replicated before WT superinfection would not get trans-encapsidated513

by WT capsids. Hence our predictions might overestimate the DI burst size when DI is514

the first to infect a cell. This assumption would need to be tested in future experimental515

work.516

4.5 Limited resource and co-evolution517

The competition between WT poliovirus and DI particles within cell can be analysed in518

light of evolutionary game theory. For a game between WT cooperators and DI defectors,519

the pay-off matrix features a fitness of zero in the case of a population composed only520

of DIs, because they are unable to reproduce [54]. With such a feature, the evolution521

of a mixed WT and DI population is predicted to result in a polymorphic equilibrium,522

despite the greater pay-off that would result if the population was composed only of WT523

cooperators [54]. These strategies of cooperation and defection are common in viruses, as524

co-infection of the same host cell induces competition for shared intracellular products [54].525

Evidence of such co-infections exists in vivo, as reported in the 2006 outbreak of dengue526

in India, where nearly 20% of infections comprised multiple dengue serotypes [1, 55].527

Long-term transmission of defective dengue viruses was also found in virus populations528

in humans and Aedes mosquitoes [56]. Defective viruses were suggested to increase the529

overall incidence of transmission by modifying the virulence-transmissibility trade-off [57].530

Resource availability can have important consequences on the dynamics and evolution531

of mixed pathogen populations [2, 58, 59]. For example, playing on resource availability532
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could allow to slow the evolution of resistance to antimicrobial drugs [60]. In the case of533

DI particles, their presence within-cells infected by a WT virus is decreasing the number534

of resources available to the WT for replication and encapsidation, lowering WT virions535

production. Hence DI particles could be used to control WT infections, by lowering WT536

viral load, thereby facilitating further action of the immune system and/or drugs to clear537

the infection [42].538

4.6 Perspectives539

It has been suggested that the potential of DI particles to compete against a WT virus can540

be exploited to develop a new type of therapeutic antiviral strategy based on defective541

interfering particle competition [61]. Our model and the sensitivity analysis we have542

performed suggest that parameters P , the DI-to-WT replication ratio, and ω, the DI-to-543

WT encapsidation ratio, are the first and second most important parameters impacting544

the proportion of WT virions at cell lysis. Therefore, a rational strategy to strengthen545

interference activity of DI genomes and thus reduce the production of WT virions is to546

modify DI genomes towards higher replication speed and encapsidation efficiency. Such547

improvements may be realized by taking advantage of the evolvability of DI genomes.548

Serial co-passages of WT and DI particles followed by genetic analyses, as done in Fig.549

5A, B and C, would allow for the screening of other mutations providing higher replication550

or encapsidation of the DI. Also, the production of shorter DI genomes could lead to its551

faster replication.552

Improving the interference at the intracellular level may cause less inhibition of WT viral553

load at the intercellular level, as there could be trade-offs. A reduced production of WT554

particles within-cells could result in a decreased MOI of WT viruses for the next infection555

cycle, and also to a decreased probability of a cell being co-infected. Furthermore, the556

narrow window of delay of co-infection for the DI to outcompete the WT as shown in Fig557

6A also suggests the importance of simultaneous infection. Interestingly, recent studies558

show several possibilities for how co-infection is or can be favored [62–64]. Notably,559

the existence of vesicles containing multiple copies of virions as well as bacteria binding560

virions may increase the probability of simultaneous co-infection [62, 63]. Erickson et al.561

[64] reported that poliovirus binds lipopolysaccharide of bacteria, allowing co-infection562

of mammalian cells even at a low MOI. Finally, the potential of the combined DI-WT563
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system to synergistically trigger an effective innate immune response (e.g. interferon) is564

also a potential avenue of investigation for the rational design of an antiviral therapy.565

While ecological studies for the control of pathogen populations mainly focus on prevent-566

ing or slowing down the emergence of drug resistance [60, 65, 66] or on the evolution567

of virulence [67, 68], we take an original approach here by rather studying how to use568

cheater defective pathogens, competing more efficiently for shared resources, for the con-569

trol of disease-inducing pathogens. Since we learned the mechanisms of intracellular570

interference, in a future work we would like to apply these findings for the study of the571

competition between WT and DI at the larger level of the tissue, embedding intracellular572

knowledge. It would allow us to draw guidelines to optimize DI particles at this level,573

based on WT viral load inhibition, and further confirm their efficiency in vivo.574

5 Material and Methods575

5.1 Competition experiment between defective genomes and wild-576

type genomes577

5.1.1 Cells578

HeLaS3 cells (ATCC CCL-2.2) provided by R. Geller and J. Frydman (Stanford Univer-579

sity) were maintained in 50% Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium and 50% F-12 medium580

(DMEM/F12) supplemented with 10% newborn calf serum (NCS), 100 U/ml penicillin,581

100 U/ml streptomycin and 2 mM glutamine (Invitrogen).582

5.1.2 Construction of viral cDNA plasmids583

The cDNA plasmid prib(+)XpA, encoding the genome of poliovirus type 1 Mahoney584

strain under T7-promoter and hammerhead ribozyme sequences, was reported previously585

[69]. Plasmid prib(+)XpA was digested by NruI and SnaBI (New England Biolabs) and586

ligated to produce prib(+)XpA lacking the poliovirus capsid-encoding region from 1175587

to 2956 (prib(+)XpA-∆1175-2956).588
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5.1.3 In vitro RNA transcription589

Plasmids prib(+)XpA and prib(+)XpA-∆1175-2956 were digested by EcoRI or PvuII.590

Linearized plasmids were used as templates to obtain WT and DI genomic RNAs by in591

vitro transcription using RiboMAXTM Large Scale RNA Production Systems (Promega).592

In vitro transcribed RNAs were purified by phenol-chloroform extraction and the quality593

of purified RNAs was analyzed by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel in tris-acetate-594

EDTA Buffer (TAE) .595

5.1.4 Transfection of defective interfering and wild-type genomes596

Monolayer of HeLaS3 cells was trypsinized and washed three times in D-PBS. Cells were597

resuspended in 1 ml D-PBS and the number of cells were counted on a hemacytometer,598

followed by adjusting the concentration to 1 × 107 cells/ml. 800 µl of cells and virus599

RNAs (5µg of WT genomes and/or different amounts of DI genomes described later)600

were combined in a chilled 4-mm electroporation cuvette and incubated 20 minutes on601

ice. Cells were electroporated (voltage = 250 V, capacitance = 1000 µF) using Gene Pulser602

II (Bio-Rad), washed two times, and recovered in 14 ml prewarmed (37 ◦C) DMEM/F12603

medium with 10% NCS. Samples were distributed on 24 well plates (250 µl/well).604

Samples were collected at different time points (0, 3, 6, 9 hours for titration, and 0, 2,605

3.5, 5, 7, 9 hours for RNA extraction) after electroporation. For titration and evaluation606

of encapsidated RNAs, samples were then frozen and thawed three times, followed by607

centrifugation at 2,500 g for 5 minutes, and supernatants were collected. Samples for608

evaluation of encapsidated RNAs were further treated with mixture of RNase A (20609

µg/ml) and RNase T1 (50 U/ml) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for three hours. Samples610

were stored at −80 ◦C.611

5.1.5 Titration of virus samples612

Monolayers of HeLaS3 cells in 6-well plates were infected with 250 µl of serially diluted613

virus samples at 37 ◦C for 1 hour and then overlaid with DMEM/F12 including 1% agarose.614

After 48 hours of infection, infected cells were fixed by 2% formaldehyde and stained by615

crystal violet solution. Titers were calculated by counting the number of plaques and616

multiplying their dilution rates.617
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5.1.6 RNA extraction618

250 µl of samples was added to 750 µl of TRI-reagent LS (Sigma Aldrich), and RNAs619

were extracted following the kit protocol. Briefly, 200 µl of chloroform was added to each620

sample, shaken vigorously, and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Then621

samples were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 15 minutes at 4 ◦C. The upper aqueous phase622

was transferred to a fresh tube and 0.5 ml of isopropanol was added. After incubation623

at room temperature for 10 minutes, samples were centrifuged at 12,000 g for 8 minutes624

at 4 ◦C to precipitate RNAs at the bottom of the tube. The supernatant was removed625

and the residue was washed by 1 ml of 75% ethanol. After centrifugation at 7,500 g for626

5 minutes at 4 ◦C, the RNA pellets were dried for 5-10 minutes. RNAs were resuspended627

in nuclease-free water.628

5.1.7 Reverse transcription629

2.5 µl of RNA samples was mixed with 0.5 µl of 2 µM primer (5’-630

CTGGTCCTTCAGTGGTACTTTG-3’), 0.5 µl of 10 mM dNTP mix, and 2.5 µl of631

nuclease-free water. Samples were incubated at 65 ◦C for 5 minutes, and then placed632

on ice for 1 minute. After adding 10 µl of cDNA synthesis mix (1 µl of 10× RT buffer,633

2 µl of 25 mM MgCl2, 1 µl of 0.1 M DTT, 1 µl of RNaseOUT and 1 µl of Superscript634

III RT enzyme), samples were incubated at 50 ◦C for 50 minutes, and then at 85 ◦C for635

5 minutes to terminate reactions. 1 U of RNase H was added to each sample, followed636

by incubation for 20 minutes at 37 ◦C. Then, 0.1 U of Exonuclease I was added to each637

sample, followed by incubation at 37 ◦C for 30 minutes and at 80 ◦C for 15 minutes to638

terminate reactions. cDNA samples were stored at −20 ◦C.639

5.1.8 Design of primers and Taqman probes640

Primers and Taqman probes for droplet digital PCR assay were designed with PrimerQuest641

Tool (Integrated DNA Technologies). The primers and probe for WT genomes are 5’-642

CCACATACAGACGATCCCATAC-3’, 5’-CTGCCCAGTGTGTGTAGTAAT-3’, and 5’-643

6-FAM-TCTGCCTGTCACTCTCTCCAGCTT-3’-BHQ1. The primers and probe for DI644

genomes are 5’-GACAGCGAAGCCAATCCA-3’, 5’-CCATGTGTAGTCGTCCCATTT-645

3’, and 5’-HEX-ACGAAAGAG/ZEN/TCGGTACCACCAGGC-3’-IABkFQ.646
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5.1.9 Droplet digital PCR assay647

2 µl of serially diluted cDNA samples was mixed with 10 µl of 2× ddPCR supermix for648

probes (Bio-Rad), 1 µl of 20×WT primers/probe, 1 µl of 20× DI primers/probe, and 6 µl649

of nuclease-free water. 20 µl reaction mix of each sample was dispensed into the droplet650

generator cartridge, followed by droplet production with QX100 droplet generator (Bio-651

Rad). Then PCR was performed on a thermal cycler using the following parameters: 1652

cycle of 10 minutes at 95 ◦C, 30 cycles of 30 sec at 94 ◦C and 1 minute at 60 ◦C, 1 cycle653

of 10 minutes at 98 ◦C, and held at 12 ◦C. Positive and negative droplets were detected654

by QX100 droplet reader (Bio-Rad). The data was analyzed with the QuantaSoftTM
655

Software (Bio-Rad).656

5.2 Model reduction657

As our mathematical model (Eqs 1 - 4) presents a classical problem of parameter iden-658

tifiability, we built a lower dimensional model to solve this problem by assuming that659

the decrease in resources due to viral uptake for replication follows a logistic decreasing660

function. This assumption was verified by analyzing the curves of R(t)θε as a function661

of time on a first set of ”blind” optimizations (data not shown). Thus, we can recast the662

model using the following lower dimensional description:663

dGWT

dt
= Λ(t)GWT − cgκCGWT − αGWT (7)

dC

dt
= ηΛ(t)GWT − κ(GWT + ωGDI)C − βC (8)

dGDI

dt
= PΛ(t)GDI − ωcgκCGDI − αGDI (9)

Λ(t) =
L

1 + e−s(t−t0)
(10)

The logistic function (Eq 10) is characterized by the curve’s maximum value L and steep-664

ness s, and the time of the sigmoid’s midpoint t0. While this reduced version only de-665

creases the number of parameters to be estimated by one (L, s and t0 instead of θ, ε, λ666

and γ), it partially solves the identifiability problem by removing biologically interpretable667

parameters and just assuming a logistic function for resource uptake and replication.668
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5.3 Fit to experimental data669

The model was fitted to the experimental data in order to estimate model parameters de-670

scribing our biological system. Preliminary experimental data on the evolution of genome671

copy number showed that replication starts around 2 hours post transfection (data not672

shown). Indeed, there are several steps of poliovirus infection cycle before replication can673

start, including translation of positive-sense genomes [36] and transition from a linear,674

translating RNA to a circular RNA competent for replication [70–73]. As our model675

does not account for those first steps, we only used experimental data from 2 hours post676

transfection for parameter estimation.677

Raw experimental data are WT and DI total RNA copy number (gtotWT and gtotDI) and678

RNAse treated genome copy number (vWT and vDI). The former corresponds to the total679

number of genomes (naked and encapsidated) and the latter to the number of encapsidated680

genomes. The numbers of WT and DI naked (i.e. non-encapsdisated) genomes are thus:681

gWT = gtotWT − vDI and gDI = gtotDI − vDI . Additionally, as raw data was obtained at the682

cell population level, it was normalized by the average number of successfully transfected683

cells (data not shown) in order to get the average number of naked and encapsidated WT684

and DI genomes per cell.685

In all, experimental data comprises three replicates of independent populations sampled686

at 2, 3.5, 5, 7 or 9 hours post transfection. Three different conditions were tested: (i)687

cells dually transfected by WT and DI genomes, (ii) cells transfected by WT genomes688

only and (iii) cells transfected by DI genomes only. Transfected volumes of WT and DI689

genomes were calibrated to a ratio of WT:DI = 4:1 in order to approximately obtain a690

ratio of 1:1 after transfection (preliminary experiment, data not shown).691

Parameter estimation was achieved through nlminb optimization function in R software692

[74] embedded in an iterative process. Each optimization consisted in minimizing the sum693

of the least squares between experimental and simulated normalized data points for all694

variables and conditions. The least square function is as:695

LS =
∑
r

∑
t

[
(ḠWT (t)− ḡWT (t, r))2 + (ḠDI(t)− ḡDI(t, r))2 + (C̄WT (t)− v̄WT (t, r))2 + (C̄DI(t)− v̄DI(t, r))2

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dually transfected cell

+
∑
r

∑
t

[
(ḠWT (t)− ḡWT (t, r))2 + (C̄WT (t)− v̄WT (t, r))2

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
WT genome transfected cell

+
∑
r

∑
t

[
(ḠDI(t, r)− ḡDI(t, r))2

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
DI genome transfected cell

(11)
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with r indicating the replicate number and t the sampling time (t = 3.5 to 9 hours post696

transfection). Initial conditions for all variables in all infection conditions were obtained697

from averaging experimental observations over the 3 replicates at t0 = 2 hours post698

transfection. In Eq. (11), we define:699

x̄i =
log(xi + 1)

max(gi)
, ȳi =

log(yi + 1)

max(vi)

with x, resp. y, being either experimental (g, resp. v) or numerical (G, resp. C) naked,700

resp. encapsidated, genomes data and i for WT or DI.701

The iterative process was applied as follows (see also Fig S3 for a schematic representa-702

tion). Boundaries on parameter values were defined based on a first set of ”blind” opti-703

mizations, the intervals still remaining large and realistic. For each parameter p, let us de-704

note pmin the lower boundary and pmax the upper boundary. For the first iteration, random705

values of parameters were drawn from uniform distributions, as pstart ∼ Unif(pmin, pmax),706

defining the starting point for optimization. Let us denote p̃ the optimized parameter707

value. In subsequent iterations, the starting point for each parameter was then randomly708

drawn from a uniform distribution, as pstart ∼ Unif (max(0.95 · p̃, pmin),min(1.05 · p̃, pmax)).709

In all, 20 iterations were conducted, and this iterative procedure was implemented 250710

times, each time with a different random starting point in the first iteration. Thus,711

250× 20 = 5000 optimizations were performed in total.712

The goodness of fit was evaluated by ordinary least square (Eq. (11)) and sum of residuals713

R2 between experimental and simulated normalized data.714

This optimization procedure was applied in two steps. In the first step, the optimization715

was performed on the reduced version of the model (Eqs 5-10), thus estimating nine716

parameters: the six parameters corresponding to (i) the DI (P and ω), (ii) the production717

of capsids (η), (iii) the encapsidation process (κ) and (iv) the decay rates of genomes718

and capsids (α and β); and the three parameters of the logistic function representative of719

the time-dependent replication rate (L, s and t0). In the second step, the six redundant720

parameters between the reduced and full version of the model (P , ω, η, κ, α and β) were721

fixed to their best estimated value obtained during the first step. The remaining four722

parameters (θ, ε, λ and γ) were estimated by optimizing the full version of the model723

(Eqs 1-6).724
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5.4 Model predictions725

5.4.1 Cross-validation726

We cross validate the results of our optimization procedure by assessing how well the727

model is able to predict the relative WT virus burst size for various WT to DI initial728

ratios (after transfection) for which it has not been trained. We first obtain an optimal729

set of model parameters on our time series experimental data (g and v) featuring initial730

WT:DI = 1:1. We then test five additional DI-to-WT initial ratios, ranging from 0 to 3.6.731

Initial conditions for model simulations were set as the average of experimental values for732

each of the five initial ratios.733

In the cross-validation experiment, evaluation of the relative WT virus burst size was734

based on the count of plaque-forming units (PFUs). In the time-series experiment that735

was used for parameter estimation, the number of WT virions (vWT ) was estimated by736

digital droplet PCR. Assuming that the ratio of WT infectious to non-infectious particles737

and the multiplicity of infection (MOI) of WT virus are both constant independently of738

initial conditions, the relative PFU of WT virus for each initial condition should be a739

good proxy of the relative WT burst size.740

The experiment was conducted on a cell population, and then the measurements were741

normalized by the number of successfully transfected cells. In some cases, the average742

experimental MOIs were small, potentially leading to not all cells being co-infected by743

WT and DI genomes. We integrated this aspect in our simulated burst size calculations,744

with the probabilities that a cell would be infected by both DI and WT genomes or only745

by WT genomes. We assume that the number of DI genomes infecting a cell XDI results746

from a Poisson distribution of parameter the average DI MOI nDI , as XDI ∼ Pois(nDI).747

The probability that no DI genome enters a cell is thus P (XDI = 0) = e−nDI . Conversely,748

the probability that at least one DI genome enters a cell is 1 − e−nDI . The expressions749

are equivalent for the WT virus. Let us denote the WT burst size in WT-DI infection as750

BWT (WT −DI) and the WT burst size in WT-only infection as BWT (WT ). We weighted751

WT simulated burst sizes as follows: BWT = (1 − e−nDI )(1 − e−nWT )BWT (WT −DI) +752

e−nDI (1− e−nWT )BWT (WT ).753

WT PFU experimental values and WT burst size model predictions (BWT ) were nor-754

malized for all initial ratios by their respective values in the absence of DI genome (i.e.755

DI-to-WT initial ratio of 0). For the experimental data the average over the three repli-756
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cates was taken for normalization. The performance of the model to predict relative757

WT burst size was evaluated by R2 and p-value of a Pearson correlation test between758

experimental and simulated datapoints.759

5.4.2 Sensitivity analysis760

A sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the relative importance of each parameter761

on the proportion of WT virions at cell lysis, defined as:762

ΦWT =
BWT

BWT + BDI

(12)

Based on parameter estimation, each parameter was approximately varied by ±50% of its763

best estimated value. Based on these boundaries, each parameter was allocated a vector764

of five equidistant values (except for α that was not varied because it was estimated at765

0, see Tab 1). Then, all distinct combinations of parameter values were tested according766

to a full factorial design. In all, 59 = 1, 953, 125 simulations of the full model were767

performed. All simulations started at time 0 hours post transfection with 10 copies of768

WT and DI genomes (GWT (0) = GDI(0) = 10), no capsids nor encapsidated genomes769

(C(0) = CWT (0) = CDI(0) = 0), and R(0) = λ/γ. Simulations were conducted until 9770

hours post transfection. An analysis of variance (ANOVA function in R software) was then771

conducted to assess the importance of each parameter and their second-order interactions772

on the variance of ΦWT .773

5.4.3 Impact of delay and multiplicities of infection on WT and DI burst774

sizes775

In the experiment, WT and DI genomes were co-transfected to cells and in quantities776

yielding an MOI ratio of approximately WT:DI = 1:1. We conducted two sets of simula-777

tions to study the impact of varying either (i) the time between cell infection by WT and778

DI or (ii) the MOIs of WT and DI on their burst sizes. All the simulations were conducted779

on the full version of the model (Eqs 1-6). In the first set of simulations, WT and DI780

burst sizes were recorded for various delays between primary and secondary infection of a781

cell, ranging from -7 to +7 hours for the time of DI infection compared to the WT. The782

MOI upon infection of the cell was set to 10 for both WT and DI (i.e. GWT (0) = 10 and783

GDI(td) = 10, with td the delay for DI infection), the number of capsids and encapsidated784
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genomes to 0 and R(0) to λ/γ. In the second set of simulations, WT and DI burst sizes785

were recorded for various WT and DI initial MOIs, ranging from 0 to 1000. All the other786

variables were set as described for the study of delays. Then, WT burst sizes were nor-787

malized by the WT burst size corresponding to WT:DI = 1:0 initial MOIs (i.e. infection788

by the WT virus only at low MOI), and DI burst sizes by the DI burst size corresponding789

to WT:DI = 1:1 initial MOIs (i.e. infection by both WT and DIs at low MOI).790
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Figure 1: DI genomes inhibit WT virus production via genomic replication and
encapsidation. (A) Structure of the WT poliovirus, DI(∆1175-2956), and DI(∆1175-
2956)(Rep-). The DI genome has an in-frame deletion in its P1-encoding region. The
PvuII-cut DI genome is used for a non-replicating RNA control (Rep-). (B) Growth
curves of WT poliovirus after transfection of WT genomes and/or DI genomes (sampling
time-points: 0, 3, 6 and 9 hours after transfection). (C, D) Copy numbers of total (C)
or encapsidated (D) genomes over time after transfection (sampling time-points: 0, 2,
3.5, 5, 7 and 9 hours post transfection). Blue and red squares indicate copy numbers
of WT and DI genomes, respectively. Solid lines indicate single-transfected (WT or DI
genome-transfected) samples, while dotted lines indicate double-transfected (both WT
and DI genomes-transfected) samples. n=3, mean ± standard deviations (SD) (B-D).
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of the model (Eqs. (1)–(6)). State variables: resource units
number R; wild-type (WT) poliovirus naked genome number GWT ; defective interfering
(DI) naked genome number GDI ; WT-produced capsid proteins number C; encapsidated
WT genome number CWT ; encapsidated DI genome number CWT . Model parameters
are defined in Table 1. Color code is blue for WT, red for DI and brown for resources.
Segments represent genomes and diamonds represent capids.
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copies with time, from 2 to 9 hours post transfection (hpt). (A & C) show data in dually
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the reduced model with logistic equation and solid curves show the fit of the full model
(Eqs. (1)– (6)).
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lines in (B) show estimated parameter values from fitting the model to the experimental
data.
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Figure 5: Investigating DI mutant genomes. A: PV3 and DI particles were serially
passaged 8 times. B: Titers of PV3 (PFU/mL) and DI particles (IU/mL) included in
the samples were determined. C: Mutations in the DI genomes positively selected over
passages. D: One-step replication cycle. Dynamics of the ratio of DI to (wild-type) WT
naked genome copies (total RNA) over time (3, 4.33, 6.33 and 8.17 hours post transfec-
tion), for distinct DI mutants (Ori: original non-mutant DI genome). E: Estimation of the
ratio of DI to WT replication rate P from a least square regression between experimen-
tal and model predicted DI to WT naked genome ratios. Confidence intervals represent
p–values at 10% of the minimum least square value. F: Model predictions of P against
experimental DI to WT naked genome ratios at the last sampling time-point.
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Figure 6: Impact of infection delay and initial multiplicity of infection (MOI)
on WT and DI burst sizes. A: WT (blue) and DI (red) burst sizes (encapsidated
genomes at 9 hours post infection) for various delays in DI infection of a cell. Negative
delays correspond to cases where DI infects first and positive delays to cases where WT
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were normalized by WT burst size resulting from WT:DI = 1:0 MOIs and DI burst sizes
by DI burst size resulting from WT:DI = 1:1 MOIs (black squares).
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Table 1: Notations used in the model and model parameters.
Notation Definition Unita

Observed variables
gtotWT , gtotDI WT, DI total genome number gen
vWT , vDI WT, DI virion number gen

State variables
GWT , GDI WT, DI genome number gen

C Free capsid number caps
R Resource units uor

CWT , CDI WT, DI virion number gen
Model parameters Best valuec Confidence Intervald Sensitivity analysis

cg Number of viral genomes per capsid gen·caps−1 1b

cr Number of uor per viral genome uor·gen−1 1b

θ Genome replication factor - 1.192 [1.000; 1.211] [1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2]
ε Resource capture rate by viral (uor·min)−1 1.814 · 10−6 [1.813; 1.814]×10−6 [0.8, 1.3, 1.8, 2.3, 2.8]×10−6

genomes
κ Encapsidation rate (gen·min)−1 5.097 · 10−6 [4.900; 5.282]×10−6 [2, 3.5, 5, 6.5, 8]×10−6

α Viral genome decay rate min−1 0 - 0
η Capsid to genome accumulation caps·gen−1 5.260 · 10−2 [5.058; 5.439]×10−2 [2, 3.5, 5, 6.5, 8]×10−2

ratio
β Capsid decay rate min−1 2.589 · 10−3 [1.659; 3.476]×10−3 [1, 1.75, 2.5, 3.25, 4]×10−3

P DI-to-WT replication ratio - 1.075 [1.062; 1.087] [1, 1.15, 1.3, 1.45, 1.6]
ω DI-to-WT encapsidation ratio - 2.185 [1.943; 2.453] [1, 1.75, 2.5, 3.25, 4]
λ Resource production rate uor·min−1 1.000 · 10−3 [1.000; 1.101]×10−3 [1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2]×10−3

γ Resource decay rate min−1 7.157 · 10−8 [6.004; 7.273]×10−8 [3.5, 5.25, 7, 8.75, 10.5]×10−8

L Logistic’s maximum - 3.078 · 10−2 [3.061; 3.099]×10−2 -
s Logistic’s steepness - −3.234 · 10−2 [−3.234; −3.234]×10−2 -
t0 Logistic’s midpoint min 318.459 [318.459; 318.459] -

a gen: genome; caps: capsid; uor: unit of limiting resource; ’-’: dimensionless
b Fixed parameter values
c Best optimized value shared by the 85 first sets (identical until fourth significant digits) for reduced model optimization (P , ω, κ, η, α, β, L, s, t0), and arbitrarily chosen best set for full
model optimization (ε, θ, λ, γ).
d Range of variation over 150 best sets of parameter values
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Figure S1: Histograms and correlations of the genome replication factor (θ),
the resource linear production (λ), the decay rate (γ), and the resource capture
rate (ε). The best 123 estimated values for each parameter are represented. A-D:
Histograms of best estimated values for θ (A), ε (B), λ (C) and γ (D). E: Correlation
between resource production to decay rate and genome replication factor. The best fit
curve is shown in red and its equation is provided (Pearson p-value < 2.2 · 10−16 and
R2 = 1). F: Time-dependent replication rate given by the reduced model (Λ (t), dashed
line) and the full model (θεR(t), plain line).
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Figure S2: Cross-validation of the model (Eqs. (1)– (6)). Three experimental
replicate values (black dots) of relative WT virus output are represented for various DI to
WT input (proxy of multiplicities of infection) ratios. Red dots indicate predicted relative
WT output starting with the same experimental input ratios. Experimental WT output
corresponds to PFU while simulated WT output corresponds to burst size (number of
encapsidated genomes at 9 hours post infection). All outputs were normalized by the
output value (or the mean for experimental data) of WT:DI = 1:0 input ratio. R-squared
and p-value of a Pearson correlation test between experimental and predicted WT outputs
are given in the graphic.
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"BLIND" OPTIMIZATIONS

Obtain broad boundaries on each parameter p:

A

B

1. Draw random starting values for each parameter p in 

uniform distributions:

2. Run Maximum Likelihood optimization based on Least 

Square score (eq. 11).

Obtain estimation    for each parameter.

3. Draw new random starting values for each parameter 

p near previous estimation of step 2:

OPTIMIZATION OF 9 PARAMETERS ON REDUCED 

MODEL: 

x
2

0x
2

5
0

FIX PARAMETERS TO BEST ESTIMATED VALUES

C OPTIMIZATION OF 4 REMAINING PARAMETERS ON 

FULL MODEL: 

Launch steps 1 to 3 of procedure B for the 4 remaining 
parameters.

Figure S3: Diagram of the parameter fitting procedure.
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Figure S4: Delay at various multiplicities of infection (MOIs). A: Impact of
delay for DI particle infection of a cell (x-axis, in hours) on WT (blue) and DI (red) burst
sizes (y-axis). One line represents one DI MOI and one column one WT MOI. The grey
vertical line indicates no-delay (simultaneous infection). The red vertical line indicates
the peak of DI burst size and the green vertical line the maximum difference of DI to WT
burst size. B: Heat map of the delay for the maximum difference of DI to WT burst size
(green lines in A). C: Heat map of the delay for WT and DI burst size curves intersection.
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Model R2 −2 · log(L) AIC

M∅ 0.717 -69.670 -63.670
M2 0.760 -83.567 -77.567
M23 0.760 -83.664 -77.664
M12L 0.970 -257.340 -251.340
M12 0.957 -227.307 -221.307
M123L 0.974 -268.831 -262.831
M123 0.965 -244.934 -238.934

Table S1: Model selection. For each model, described in Supplementary Methods,
the goodness of fit is evaluated by the squared Pearson correlation coefficient between
experimental and fitted data (R2), and the quality of the models is evaluated by the
log-likelihood (−2 · log(L)) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) from a linear model
between experimental and fitted data.
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Supplementary Methods971

In this Supplementary Methods, we first describe the model selection procedure. We start972

by presenting the different models tested and then the statistics used to compare their973

goodness of fit and quality. In the second section, we describe how we estimated the ratio974

of DI to WT replication rate (P parameter) on the DI mutants experimental data.975

Model selection procedure976

Description of the models977

We built different versions of our model based on the three main features that we hy-978

pothesized: (1) the replication and capsid production relies on limiting resources; (2) DI979

genomes replicate faster than WT genomes; and (3) DI genomes encapsidate faster than980

WT genomes.981

Let us denote the full version of the model, including all three features and presented982

in the main text (Eqs. (1)– (6)), as M123, and its reduced version, assuming a logistic983

function for the decrease in resources (Eqs. (7)– (10)), as M123L. Now let us build a series984

of models lacking some of these features. We start with the simplest model, lacking all985

three features and denoted M∅. The equations of M∅ are:986

dGWT

dt
= ζGWT − cgκCGWT − αGWT (13)

dC

dt
= ηζGWT − κ(GWT +GDI)C − βC (14)

dGDI

dt
= ζGDI − cgκCGDI − αGDI (15)

This model has 5 parameters and is the most basic, with a similar replication rate for987

WT and DI genomes ζ, a ratio of capsid to genome production by WT η, a similar988

encapsidation rate for WT and DI genomes κ, and a decay rate of genomes (resp. capsids)989

α (resp. β).990

We now introduce the most obvious feature: the faster replication of DI genomes, based991

on their shorter size [29]. The model is denoted M2 and reads as:992
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dGWT

dt
= ζGWT − cgκCGWT − αGWT (16)

dC

dt
= ηζGWT − κ(GWT +GDI)C − βC (17)

dGDI

dt
= PζGDI − cgκCGDI − αGDI (18)

The only additional parameter is P , representing the ratio of DI to WT replication rate,993

appearing in the equation for DI genomes (GDI). Next, we add either of the two other994

features to this model. Model M23 assumes both the faster replication (feature 2) and995

encapsidation (feature 3) of DI genomes:996

dGWT

dt
= ζGWT − cgκCGWT − αGWT (19)

dC

dt
= ηζGWT − κ(GWT + ωGDI)C − βC (20)

dGDI

dt
= PζGDI − cgωκCGDI − αGDI (21)

It has one additional parameter, ω, representing the ratio of DI to WT encapsidation rate.997

Finally, model M12 assumes that DI genomes replicate faster than WT genomes (feature998

2), and that replication and capsid production rely on limiting resources (feature 1):999

dGWT

dt
= θεGWTR− cgκCGWT − αGWT (22)

dC

dt
= ηθεGWTR− κ(GWT +GDI)C − βC (23)

dGDI

dt
= PθεGDIR− cgκCGDI − αGDI (24)

dR

dt
= λ− crε(GWT +GDI)R− γR R(0) = λ/γ (25)

This model has a total of 9 parameters and one new state variable for the resources1000

that are depleted during replication and capsid production. The new parameters are the1001

genome replication factor θ, the resource capture rate by viral genomes ε, the resource1002

production rate λ and the resource decay rate γ. We can link parameter ζ of the previous1003

models relaxing the assumption of feature 1 (the presence of limiting resources required for1004
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replication and capsid production) to the parameters of this last model M12 including this1005

feature, by noting that at time t=0: ζ = θεR(0) = θελ/γ. As for the full model including1006

the three features M123 presented in the main text, we can build a lower dimension version1007

of model M12 by assuming that the decrease in resources due to viral uptake for replication1008

and capsid production follows a logistic decreasing function. The reduced model, denoted1009

M12L, reads as:1010

dGWT

dt
= Λ(t)GWT − cgκCGWT − αGWT (26)

dC

dt
= ηΛ(t)GWT − κ(GWT +GDI)C − βC (27)

dGDI

dt
= PΛ(t)GDI − cgκCGDI − αGDI (28)

Λ(t) =
L

1 + e−s(t−t0)
(29)

Optimization and comparison of the models1011

The optimization of each model was conducted iteratively, as described in the main text.1012

Models M∅, M2 and M23 were optimized in one step (20 times 250 optimizations), whereas1013

model M12 was optimized in two steps, first estimating the parameters of reduced model1014

M12L, and then fixing the common parameters between the two models (κ, α, β, P ) to1015

estimate the remaining parameters of model M12 in a second step (θ, ε, λ, γ).1016

For each model, the 150 best optimized sets of parameters were retained and used to1017

compute the squared Pearson correlation coefficient between experimental and fitted data1018

(R2), and the log-likelihood (−2·log(L)) and Akaike information criterion (AIC) of a linear1019

model between experimental and fitted data. The values of these statistics are presented1020

in Table S1. Although two versions of the model (M12L and our reduced model M123L)1021

were predicted to perform slightly better than our full model (M123, Eqs. (1)– (6)) based1022

on tested statistics, we decided to keep our full model because it visually fits better1023

the experimental data, reproducing its most important characteristics. Additionally, its1024

statistics are very good.1025
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Analysis of DI mutants1026

Passaging experiment1027

A PV1-DI construct encoding the Venus (a green fluorescent protein) gene in place of the1028

P1 gene was used for the following experiments. We transfected 5µg of PV3 and 1.25µg1029

of PV1-DI genomes, and collected viruses at 24 hours after transfection as the passage1030

1 (P1) sample. Then, 1.0 × 106 HeLaS3 cells were infected with the different amounts1031

of the P1 sample (500, 100, and 5 µl), and collected 24 hours after infection. The virus1032

samples were passaged 8 times in the same manner. Viral RNAs for each sample were1033

then analyzed by CirSeq [40] to identify accumulated mutations in DI.1034

Competition experiment and analysis1035

An additional experiment was conducted on eight DI mutants and the parental PV1-1036

DI construct encoding the Venus gene. To obtain DI particles for the experiments, a1037

packaging cell line was established. HeLaS3 cells were transfected with a pcDNA4 plasmid1038

encoding the PV1 P1 (capsid) gene, followed by selection with Zeocin. We used a clone1039

stably expressing P1 proteins (HeLaS3/P1) to generate DI particles. HeLaS3/P1 cells1040

were transfected with DI RNAs by electroporation, and DI particles were collected 241041

hours after transfection. Each of the DI variant was put in competition with the WT1042

virus, and the number of naked genome copies was measured at 3, 4.33, 6.33 and 8.171043

hours post transfection, with three replicates per time-point. Only the ratio of DI-to-WT1044

naked genome copies is kept for further analysis.1045

We assumed that the mutations only affect the replication of each DI variant, hence we set1046

all model parameters to their best estimated values (see Table 1) except for the DI-to-WT1047

replication ratio P that we varied between 1 and 1.8. We set the initial conditions to 101048

copies of DI and WT (each) naked genomes at 2 hours post transfection. We assumed1049

that there was initially no capsids or encapsidated genomes, and the number of resource1050

units was set as in the main experiment to λ/γ. We recorded the numbers of DI and1051

WT naked genome copies at the experimental time-points for varying values of P (step of1052

0.01). The best P value for each DI variant was found as the one minimizing the sum of1053

the least square difference between experimental and simulated ratio of DI-to-WT naked1054

genome copies.1055
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